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Abstract: In the present paper, three Syriac texts ascribed to an otherwise unknown
“George the monk” are for the first time edited and translated. These three excerpts are
to be found in a Syriac florilegium containing patristic quotations in support of
Monotheletism and Monoenergism and dating most likely to the late VII or early VIII
century. The translation is followed by a brief commentary, where the peculiarities of
George’s doctrine, as it emerges from the extracts, are highlighted. Because of these
peculiarities the texts are difficult to date with precision, and more than one possible
context of origin has been envisaged. The florilegium contains also an extract from
Heraclios’ Ekthesis in Syriac, to which the first section of the article is devoted. An index
of theologically relevant words, both in the Ekthesis fragment and in George’s texts, is
provided at the end.

Years ago Sebastian Brock has called scholars’ attention to some texts of
monothelete origin written in Syriac. He first edited, in 1973, a fragment against
the Sixth Ecumenical Council and a Syriac Life of Maximos the Confessor.2 These
two texts are preserved in the manuscript London, British Library, Add. 7192; the
same codex contains also two sets of monothelete questions addressed to
Maximos’ followers, which Brock published in 1986.3 The manuscript London,
British Library, Add. 14535 includes instead a florilegium that was supposed by

1 This paper is the first result of a research I have carried out at Princeton University as
Seeger Mary O’Boyle Post-Doctoral Fellow in the Seeger Center for Hellenic Studies.
For the intense year I spent at Princeton I wish to thank the director of the Center,
Dimitri Gondicas, and with him all the people I met who facilitated or stimulated my
work in many different ways. I owe my gratitude to Professor Peter Brown, who was the
first to appreciate this research project and read a draft of the paper, to Professor
Sebastian Brock, who agreed that I would resume the work he had started and was kind
enough to revise my translations, and to Professor Theresia Hainthaler, who read the
final version and provided me with useful suggestions.

2 S.P. Brock, A Syriac fragment on the Sixth Council, in Oriens Christianus, 57 (1973),
p. 63–71 (= Brock, A Syriac fragment); Id., An early Syriac Life of Maximus the
Confessor, in Analecta Bollandiana, 91 (1973), p. 299–346 (= Brock, An early Syriac
Life).

3 S.P. Brock, Two sets of monothelete questions to the Maximianists, in Orientalia
Lovaniensia Periodica, 17 (1986), p. 119–140 (= Brock, Two sets of monothelete
questions).



William Wright to be of miaphysite origin:4 in 1985 Brock offered text and
translation of some parts of it, showing clearly that in this case as well we have to
do with a monothelete composition.5

The compiler of the monothelete florilegium quotes authors of different
periods, from the II to the VII century. In his publication, Brock focused only on
the excerpts from authors of the VI century, but he signalled as worthy of interest
other four pieces: the translation of a passage from Heraklios’ Ekthesis and three
quite long extracts from works ascribed to an otherwise unknown monk George.
These texts, that were left aside by Brock, are the subject of the present paper.

Heraklios’ Ekthesis

The Greek text of the Ekthesis is reported in the Acts of the Lateran Synod (649),
edited by Rudolf Riedinger in the second series of the Acta Conciliorum
Oecumenicorum.6 The Syriac quotation is rather long, taking up more than one
page of the manuscript (ff. 9v, 23–10r, 29), and it corresponds to the monothelete
kernel of the document, namely the part where any discussion about either one or
two activities in Christ is forbidden and the doctrine of the unique agent with a
unique will is proclaimed.7 The translation matches the Greek text literally and
confirms that the version handed down by the Acts of the Lateran Synod is
genuine and does not contain factious alterations. Just at one point the wording is
slightly different, but since the meaning of the Syriac phrase is rather confused
and can be easily adjusted to the corresponding Greek one by simply shifting two

4 See W. Wright, Catalogue of Syriac manuscripts in the British Museum acquired since the
year 1838, I-III, London, 1870–1872, II, p. 796 (n. DCCXCVIII).

5 S.P. Brock, A monothelete florilegium in Syriac, in C. Laga – J.A. Munitiz – L. Van
Rompay (eds.), After Chalcedon. Studies in Theology and Church History Offered to
Professor Albert Van Roey For His Seventieth Birthday (Orientalia Lovaniensia Analecta
18), Leuven, 1985, p. 35–43 (= Brock, A monothelete florilegium).

6 R. Riedinger (ed.), Concilium Lateranense a. 649 celebratum (Acta Conciliorum
Oecumenicorum series secunda, vol. I), Berlin, 1984 (= ACO ser. sec. I). The Ekthesis is
included in the third section, p. 156–162. For an English translation of the document see
P. Allen (ed.), Sophronius of Jerusalem and Seventh-Century Heresy. The Synodical
Letter and Other Documents, Oxford, 2009, p. 208–217 (= Allen, Sophronius of
Jerusalem).

7 ACO ser. sec. I, p. 160,4–29. It corresponds exactly to the portion of the Ekthesis drawn
from Sergios’ Psephos, plus the additional reference to Nestorios. For a comparison
between the two documents see F.-X. Murphy – P. Sherwood, Constantinople II et III,
Paris, 1973, p. 306–308.
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words, the difference is most likely due to some mistranscription in the Syriac
manuscript tradition.8

The quote is introduced by the following title:

“From the exposition of the orthodox faith that was [made] by the protected-by-
God victorious emperor Heraklios, because of the dispute that has now grown
among some on account of the inquiry about the operations.”

The Syriac title reproduces the first half of the one to be found in the Latin
manuscripts of the Acts of the Lateran Synod: Expositio orthodoxae fidei facta
ab a Deo conservando et piissimo nostro domino magno principe Heraclio
propter emersam ab aliquibus altercationem pro requisitione operationis,
consonans in omnibus sanctis et universalibus quinque conciliis. Quam cum
multa satisfactione et gratia exciperunt patriarchicis cum sedibus praesules, et
gratanter ei consenserunt utpote pacem sanctis dei ecclesiis inferente. In the
Greek text, instead, we read just: 7Ejhesir gGqajke_ou toO basik]yr.

This corroborates Riedinger’s hypothesis that the Latin translation of the
Ekthesis included in the Acts was taken from the Pope’s archives and it is the
same unbiased one that had been made as soon as the document arrived in
Rome, not a new one carried out on the occasion of the Synod.9 Both the Latin
and the Syriac translation offer therefore a faithful testimony of the original
superscription of Heraklios’ edict. Most probably the compiler of the Syriac
florilegium cut off the second half of it out of brevity; the reason why the title is
totally missing in the Greek manuscript, instead, is difficult to figure out with
absolute certainty, since the relation between the Greek and the Latin text of
the Acts is still far from being clear to scholars, even after Riedinger proved – on

8 ACO ser. sec. I, p. 160,10–13: di± t¹ tµm l³m t/r li÷r 1meqce_ar vym¶m, eQ ja¸ tisi t_m
pat]qym k]kejtai, flyr nem_feim ja· hoqube?m t\r timym !jo\r, rpokalbam|mtym 1p’!mai-
q]sei ta}tgm pqov]qeshai t_m 1m Wqist` t` he` Bl_m jah’rp|stasim Bmyl]mym d}o
v}seym. Ms. BL, Add. 14535, f. 10r, 4–8:

.
The fact that also the phrase jah’rp|stasim is missing in the Syriac translation confirms
that the whole passage is troublesome.

9 See R. Riedinger, Aus den Akten der Lateran-Synode von 649, in Byzantinische
Zeitschrift, 69 (1976), p. 17–38 (= Riedinger, Aus den Akten), in particular p. 19–21;
Id., Griechische Konzilsakten auf dem Wege ins lateinische Mittelalter, in Annuarium
Historiae Conciliorum, 9 (1977), p. 253–301, in particular p. 254–259.
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the basis of linguistic evidence – that the Greek version is the original one and
not the other way round.10

The last sentence of the extract is incomplete. In the Greek text the
argumentation ends with an adversative clause that is missing in Syriac.
Although the cut does not affect the syntactical structure and the meaning of the
sentence, it is probably due to careless excerpting. This could suggest that the
compiler was copying from a full Syriac translation of the Ekthesis, rather than
translating himself the portion of interest from the Greek text. The idea of the
Ekthesis being translated wholly into Syriac is by no means implausible: the
Syriac Life of Maximos the Confessor, the questions to the Maximianists, the
fragment against the Sixth Ecumenical Council and the florilegium itself testify
to the existence of a group of Syriac-speaking Chalcedonians who agreed with
the imperial religious policy and to whom the matter of Christ’s operation and
will was a paramount issue, and would remain one even after the Council of
680–681.

Since the Syriac translation follows closely the original text and does not
reveal any surprise, either in the contents or in the rendering of the most crucial
theological terms, both the transcription and the translation of the extract are
dispensable. I will just provide a list of the most relevant words, with the
respective Greek original.11 Contrariwise, it is worth presenting and translating
in full the text of the three excerpts ascribed to the monk George. The
translation has been intentionally kept as literal as possible.

The unpublished texts attributed to the monk George

The three extracts which the compiler ascribes to the monk George are among
the longest quotes in the florilegium. The third of them, which fills almost five
pages of the manuscript, is actually the longest one.12 They come from different
works:

10 See Riedinger, Aus den Akten (cf. fn. 9). About this question and the open problems
inherent in it see M. Jankowiak, Essai d’histoire politique du monothélisme à partir de la
correspondance entre les empereurs byzantins, les patriarches de Constantinople et les
papes de Rome, Ph.D. diss., Paris – Warszawa, 2009, p. 246–264 (= Jankowiak, Essai
d’histoire politique du monothélisme).

11 See Appendix below.
12 With the only exception of the very long piece coming from the Dispute that the

Emperor Justinian had with Paul bishop of Nisibis, in the anti-nestorian section of the
florilegium, which has been translated by Antoine Guillaumont, see A. Guillaumont,
Justinien et l’église de Perse, in Dumbarton Oaks Papers, 23/24 (1969–70), p. 41–66. On
the thematic subdivision of the collection see Brock, A monothelete florilegium (cf.
fn. 5), p. 35–36.
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– the first (ff. 5r, 14–5v, 4) is said to be drawn from “the fifth mı̄mrō
( ) against Severus and Julian”;

– the second (ff. 5v, 4–6r, 18), which immediately follows, comes from “the
book (ktobō – ) to Abraham bishop of Res.ōphō (Rusapha)”;

– of the third (ff. 10r, 29–12v, 25) only the content is mentioned, “about the
operations”.

It is difficult to set precisely these texts in time and space, and even more
difficult it is to identify with certainty their author. In 1973 Brock proposed the
identification of the author of the Syriac Life of Maximos with the monk George
quoted in the monothelete florilegium. The author of Maximos’ Life in fact,
introduces himself to the reader as George of Reš‘ayna and, from the passage
where he says that he attended the Synod of Cyprus along with eight other
bishops from Sophronios’ jurisdiction, Brock gathered that he must have been a
bishop himself. Since our George is given by the compiler the epithet h

˙
asyō, the

usual honorific title assigned to bishops, Brock considered the identification of
the two Georges, both bishops and strenuous supporters of the monothelete
cause, a plausible hypothesis.13 This conclusion was, by his own admission,
tentative and it would remain liable to be revised in the light of a deeper analysis
of George’s texts or of new evidence.

Regrettably, very little can be drawn from the texts themselves about their
author. The fact that he wrote (at least) five mı̄mrē14 against Severus of Antioch
and Julian of Halicarnassus confirms him a staunch Chalcedonian committed to
the anti-miaphysite struggle. From the way George addresses Abraham bishop
of Rusapha in the second text, we can gather that they were contemporaries and
that the text arose from an ongoing debate on an actual issue. The only
Abraham of Rusapha we know of lived in the VI century, his name being among
the signatures of the partakers to the Fifth Ecumenical Council.15 If he is to be
identified with George’s correspondant, then George is to be placed in the VI
century as well. But nothing forbids a later bishop of the same see having had
the same name. The text gives no internal evidence to help us choosing one
option or the other. It is not possible to figure out whether the “letter” followed

13 Brock, An early Syriac Life (cf. fn. 2), p. 332–335. The name of the author of Maximos’
Life is spelled once as Gregory (Grı̄gūrı̄ – ), once as George (Gı̄wargı̄ –

), and Brock suggests that the former is a corruption for the latter.
14 The Syriac word mı̄mrō means literally “speech” and is used to indicate different kinds

of texts. We find it in many headings of this florilegium, applied to homilies, exegetical
writings, verse compositions, and treatises with or without an addressee. Since George
had written at least five of them, in this case the term probably refers to theological
sermons or sections of a larger treatise.

15 See J. Straub (ed.), Concilium Universale Constantinopolitanum sub Iustiniano habitum
(Acta Conciliorum Oecumenicorum, tome IV), vol. I, Berlin 1971, p. 4,30; 21,26; 33,30;
40,26; 204,27; 226,3.
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and reflected a discussion the two had in person, or was simply part of a written
correspondence they were having, although the first option seems quite likely.
No speculation can be made, then, on their whereabouts. Rusapha/Sergiopolis
was a Roman town 35 km south of the Euphrates, on the caravan route crossing
the desert of north central Syria. Being the burial place of the saints Sergios and
Bakchos, it was an important pilgrimage centre, particularly dear to the Arab
Christian Ghassanids, who also took part in the city administration. It became a
bishopric in 432, under the jurisdiction of the patriarch of Antioch, and was
upgraded to metropolis in the VI century. Not much is known about it in the VII
century, not either the precise date of its taking by the Arabs16 and, as said
above, no other mentions of an Abraham of Rusapha are known apart from
those in the florilegium and the Acts of the Council of Constantinople of 553.

The fact that in the third text George deals at length with the matter of
Christ’s operation could lead one to place it in the context of the monoenergetic
dispute of the first half of the VII century. But the scholarship on this subject has
been lately demonstrating more and more convincingly that the debate on
Christ’s energy dates back to the VI century,17 and compelling proof of this can
be found in the VI-century excerpts of our florilegium edited by Brock. But on
this point we shall return later on.

Finally, the same fragmentary nature of the texts prevents any definitive
conclusion on their author and context. Since we are in front of extracts and not of
writings in their entirety, deductions based on internal grounds and arguments e
silentio are weaker then usual and greater caution is required. Therefore I will only
offer a brief commentary, trying to highlight what is peculiar in Geroge’s doctrine as
it shows in these texts and leaving to others, more competent than I am, the task to
delve into them and assess their position in the late christological debate.

Extract n. 1 (ms. BL Add. 14535, ff. 5r, 14–5v, 4)

16 It must have taken place immediately before the conquest of Mesopotamia, therefore,
according to the traditional chronology of Islamic expansion, around 637–638. In the
VIII century the caliph Hišām (724–743) chose it as his residence, but nothing is known
about its conditions before then. See the entry Al-Rus

˙
āfa in Encyclopaedia of Islam, vol.

VIII, p. 630–631.
17 See C. Hovorun, Will, Action and Freedom. Christological Controversies in the Seventh

Century, Leiden, 2008, p. 25–30 (= Hovorun, Will, Action and Freedom); Jankowiak,
Essai d’histoire politique du monothélisme (cf. fn. 10); C. Lange, Mia Energeia, Mohr
Siebeck, Tübingen 2012.
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* The manuscript has

Of the venerable Elder George the monk, from the fifth mimrō against Severus
and Julian.

The humanity of Christ, purer18 than anything else, not only was free from
blameworthy impulses,19 but it was even lofty and supreme above the very apex
of purity of human ideas. In fact it was enlightened by the divine knowledge. All
the stirrings and murmurings in it belonged to the knowledge of the divinity. The
body neither for one moment was allowed to stand in its own individual will, so
that the operation of its impulses would be seen in it, but its will with all its
impulses stood in the divine will and in the supreme knowledge of the divinity,
and in the will of the divine knowledge the heavy and inferior impulses could
not move and circulate. Therefore affliction and fear, since their potential was
[a] natural [feature] in the body, were concealed by the operation jj of the divine
will, and the divine will, whenever it wanted, showed and manifested them in the
body, as in the case of the perspiration, since it was [as well a] natural [feature]
in the body: it caused it and showed it in it in large amount.

18 In this sentence the word “pure” and “purity” are expressed with two different roots and
what is translated as “pure” is actually a passive participle meaning literally “purified”.

19 I translate here as “blameworthy” a passive participle meaning literally “condemned”.
The expression “blameworthy impulses” echoes the distinction between p\hg di\bkgta
and p\hg !di\bkgta (that is between sinful passions and natural human weaknesses),
which goes back to the dispute between Severus of Antioch and Julian of Alicarnassus
but was referred to also in texts addressed against the Agnoetes in the VI century. See
A. Grillmeier – T. Hainthaler, Christ in Christian tradition II/2. The Church of
Constantinople in the sixth century, Louisville, Kentucky – London 1995 (= Grillmeier,
Christ in Christian tradition II/2), p. 100–101 and p. 368.
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Extract n. 2 (ff. 5v, 4–6r, 10)

Of the venerable George, from the book20 to Abraham bishop of Res
˙
ōphō.21

The impulses of the intelligence22 were not, like the body’s corporeal ones,
allowed to be set in motion in Christ in a human manner and according to the

20 The word ktobō ( ), means generically “piece of writing, book”. Since the
compiler does not use the word ’egartō ( ), are we to presume that this piece of
writing was more subtantial than a letter? It is addressed to (lwot – ) and not against
(lūqbal – ) Abraham, who later on is given the respectful appellation
myatrūtok ( ), “Your Excellence”. This could mean that George did not
consider him a fierce opponent, but rather someone whose incorrect opinions needed to
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order of their nature, but all the reflections of his humanity were enlightened
and perfected by the divine knowledge, because the impulses of the intelligence,
that is of the mind, if allowed to be set in motion by themselves in human
manner, [they would be] both obscured by the error and tempted by the
distractions of the sin, even if it happens that, on account of watchful care, they
are not [totally] swept away by it. Although in fact the ensouled and rational
body23 was the flesh of our Lord, and it was natural that these [impulses] of his
nature should be put in motion in it, it did not have a separate will that was
forced by the passions. But you speak of the ensouled body as also being rational
and possessing the discernment of the things that happened to it, and to Your
Excellence what seems likely [to come] from this? Is it maybe that the impulse
of the will of the human rationality is demonstrated by this? Therefore, behold!,
with it even the recognition of a hypostasis comes. That the perception of the
sufferings and their causing pain is there because of the ensouledness, this is well
acknowledged, it is not necessary, though, that you affirm with it the notion of a
different will outside the one of the divinity, or else even the notion of an[other]
hypostasis together with the hypostasis, for a similar reason, is posited there.
What else does in fact the hypostasis ask for, but to be recognised by means of
the rationality and the will of its essence? And where this happens, what [else] is
missing from the perfection jj of the hypostasis? Or maybe because of this you
say that a will that is not forced was there, because, as the human will is in
accord with the divine will in everything, it is recognised that it was [there]? This
demonstrates united hypostases and equal in the accord of the will, and not a
notion of them that abolishes and denies one with the other.24 The human will in

be amended. We can probably think of this “piece of writing”, then, as a sort of
catechetical composition aimed at winning the bishop to his side.

21 As said above, the only Abraham bishop of Rusapha known to us lived in the VI century
and attended the Fifth Ecumenical Council, but we cannot be sure that George’s
addressee is the same person.

22 The word yadū‘tonūtō ( ) is the abstract noun matching the adjective
yadū‘tonō ( ), sapiens, “knowing”, but George himself reveals us, a few
lines below, that he reckons it a synonim of tar‘ı̄tō ( ), “mind”.

23 This expression echoes the several variations used by the Monotheletes on the cyrillian
expression 1lxuwyl]mg s\qn, for instance kocij_r te ja· moeq_r 1lxuwyl]mg s\qn used
by the Patriarch Paul, see R. Riedinger (ed.), Concilium Universale Constantinopoli-
tanum Tertium, (Acta Conciliorum Oecumenicorum series secunda, vol. II), Berlin 1990,
tt. 1–3 (= ACO ser. sec. II), 2, p. 608,20; and s\qn 1lxuwyl]mg xuw0 kocij0 te ja·
moeqø, used by the Patriarch Sergios, see ACO ser. sec. I, p. 136,31.

24 The two questions that George addresses to Abraham recall the aporetic dialectical
strategy exemplified in the “questions to the Maximianists” published by Brock (see
Brock, Two sets of monothelete questions (cf. fn. 3)). Here as well the adversary is
presented with two options that lead both to an unorthodox outcome. This lively passage
in which the author engages in a fictional dialogue with his addressee by quoting his
opinions in indirect speech seems indeed to suggest that the two had already discussed
the matter between them, and possibly in person. On the aporetical controversy as a
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fact was able to conform and obey to the compliance with the divine will in
everything, even to death. And, to speak like Paul, “it is not that I am alive, but
Christ is alive in me” and “we have the intellect of Christ”.25

Extract n. 3 (ff. 10r, 29–12v, 25)

litterary genre, its genesis from real debates, its development and its diffusion see M.
Cook, The origins of kalām, in Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies, 43
(1980), p. 32–43 and J. Tannous, Between Christology and Kalām? The Life and Letters
of George, Bishop of the Arab Tribes, in G.A. Kiraz (ed.), Malphono w-Rabo d-
Malphone: Studies in Honor of Sebastian P. Brock (Gorgias Eastern Christian Studies 3),
Piscataway, NJ 2008, p. 671–716.

25 Gal 2,20; 1Cor 2,16. Both the quotations from Paul’s letters match the Peshitta text.
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Again, of the venerable Elder George elect26 monk, about the matter of the
operations. jj

Now, about the definition of the operations that is to be pronounced, that is
whether they are two or one, we speak as we were able to understand from the
example of the Sacred Scriptures and from the teaching of the orthodox fathers.
Some then define the operations as attributes of the natures, which are called
also “properties”. That is the performance of miracles, which demonstrates the
glory of the divine nature, and the human pains and needs, for these also
demonstrate the weakness of the human nature. Those who understand [it] in
this way say that the operations are two.

As for us, it is not in a way like this that we define the operation in Christ,
but [according to us] the divine activities and the magnificent miracles that were
accomplished by means of the body and likewise these human things that were
performed by God the Word and by the Son’s one hypostasis, unique and
operative, all these things were happening in a united and mingled way, and to
the very same one they all ascend and are posited. We affirm one united
operation and we do not posit that the human body that has been assumed acts
and operates together with God the Word who united it to his hypostasis, like
someone with someone different,27 so that it will be recognised from its active
and operative self, such as from here its individual operation will be posited for
it. Neither we say that it is [proper] to it that it desires and is appeased and
knows something by means of its own mind, as from the knowledge of its nature.

26 The same adjective bh
˙
ı̄rō ( ) meaning “elect” appears also in the fragment of

the Ekthesis with reference to the Church Fathers, translating the greek 5cjqitor.
27 A similar expression is to be found elsewhere in the florilegium, namely in the quote by

Symeon the Stylite published by Brock: “it is not to be imagined that he did this as one
(acting) in another” ( ), see Brock,
A monothelete florilegium (cf. fn. 5), p. 42–43.
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Otherwise, not only a[nother] nature with the nature is recognised, but a[nother]
hypostasis, that possessed impulse and operation of its own, is laid down with
the hypostasis, and, from this, two hypostases, set in motion and operative, are
found to be in the union. And however much they are said to be mingled, from
this they do not appear to be recognised in this way, however the impulse of the
human mind and the thought and the operation are attributed to the humanity
of Christ. The hypostases jj of the Trinity, too, are mingled and united in the
nature, and since every single one of them is recognised by the completeness of
knowledge and of operation, perfected and completed hypostases are preached
in the divinity, and the fact that they are in an indivisible mixture with each
other does not hinder them from this. Thus also [regarding] the body of Christ, if
it is always allowed to be shown by the knowledge and the action of its essence,
a perfected and human hypostasis is seen and recognised together with the
hypostasis of God the Word, even if it is mingled and even if one nature is said
[to be] with it. A complete hypostais in fact is recognised from the knowledge
and action of its essence, be it spiritual or bodily.

Yet the word of truth does not teach that to us about the body of God the
Word, but [it teaches] that it is in him as body of his hypostasis and it assigns to
God the Word every action that is proper to the hypostasis; [it teaches] that he
wanted and acted all these things with his divinity and his humanity, as the will
of the divinity held and ruled all the impulses of the humanity and it aroused
and put them in motion in him whenever it appeared suitable to its divine
Economy, and the divine will aroused and operated these things in his humanity
in condescension, so that they would be considered as his, taking them upon
himself. [It teaches] that for this reason the holy humanity of Christ was not
allowed to be perfected by its own intelligence independently, but by the divine
rationality, which is above every perfection. And we do not say that there is a
different will and a different knowledge outside the will and the knowledge of
the divinity, but the divine will of the Word holds and rules all the divine and the
human [impulses].

And we do not say that this glorious intellect does not have the power of
operation jj of the human thought, but we think that all its impulses and the
operation of its thought are enriched28 by the operation of the divine knowledge,
so that a place will not be found in it where the operation of the human thought
is set in motion weakly and according to [its] nature. And therefore it was not
convenient that in any way that pure knowledge would be repudiated by the
operation of the human knowledge, because error and disturbed impulses are

28 Here George uses the verb “enrich” instead of “enlighten”. The same verb is also in the
compiler’s comment inserted between Symeon’s and Vigilius’ quotes, “we confess that
through the union of the economy (the Word) enriched it with this”, see Brock, A
monothelete florilegium (cf. fn. 5), p. 43.
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joined to the operation of the human knowledge. It is right that even if they are
attracted into deviation by a minor thing, however, since there is the union, all
the impulses of the intelligence will be perfected by the divine knowledge. First,
because the exhalation of darkness of error and of sin will not be found in this
hypostasis pure and illumined with the glory of Christ, who is the light of truth
announced by the words of the Saints; and second, because two hypostases,
operative and put in motion, will never be found and shown in the venerated
unity, but one unique hypostasis, in which the notion of the natures is perceived
only in their difference from one another. And after a little: He, the Word,
according to the will of his wisdom accomplished his own glorious operation,
with the limbs and impulses of the body. With human hand in fact he gave cure
to the infirm, and with the spittle from his mouth he healed the blind29 and the
deaf,30 and with the voice of the body he expelled demons and evil spirits31 and
to the waves of the sea he gave order to rest,32 and with the steps of the body he
walked on the fluidity of water as on a solid substance.33 And these [are] things
which belong to an operation that was fitting for the divine power, although it
was not at all jj necessary, like for the soul, that his operation would be
accomplished by means of the limbs of the body, as if he were not able to
complete them without the body. He was able in fact to give cure to sick people
and to purify the lepers even without the touch of the hand, just like [he did]
with the slave of the centurion34 and with those ten lepers he healed with the
command of his divine power being distant with the body,35 and even without a
rebuke and a perceivable voice he was able to operate the chasing of the
demons, as he did with the daughter of the woman of Canaan, whom he healed
though she was afar,36 or just as the dead he raised at the moment of the
crucifixion with hidden power,37 without a manifest and perceivable cry of the
voice. And so he was able to effect all this things even without the use of the
body, as we said, but he did many of them with the limbs of the body, in order to
show that his body was [real],38 and he elevated it to his glory by mingling it to

29 Mk. 8,22–26; Jn. 9,1–7.
30 Mk. 7,31–37.
31 Mt. 8,16; Mk. 1,21–28 and 5,1–20; Lk 8,26–39.
32 Mt. 8,23–27; Mk. 4,35–41; Lk. 8,22–25.
33 Mt. 14,22–23. This miracle is mentioned also by Simeon the Stylite: “Along with the

body that was ensouled he was walking on the waters by the power of the divinity, while
being one and the same, Son of God”. See Brock, A monothelete florilegium (cf. fn. 5),
p. 42–43.

34 Mt. 8,5–13.
35 Lk 17,11–19.
36 Mk 7,24–30; Mt 15,21–28.
37 Mt 27,51–53.
38 The idea that part of what Christ did was done in order to show that his humanity was

real appears in other authors, but it is generally referred to human actions and
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his hypostasis. So likewise the things of the body – I mean hunger and thirst and
fatigue and pain, and turbulence and fear and all the rest of accidents and
weaknesses – it was possible that they would be uniquely on the part of the body,
were it ever separated from the divinity and seen and recognised in its own
hypostasis, as if they all belonged to his nature and it possessed the completeness
of the these [things] that [are] the condition of his nature. But no place is given
for this and it [the body] was never allowed, outside of the mixture of the
divinity, to stand in its own impulse of intent and its own will and to operate by
itself the things that are proper of it, but he, God the Word, in union with whom
the body was, with the will of his authority held all the motion and the conduct
of his humanity and at the command of his will they all were perfected. And as jj
he accomplished the things of his divine nature, as much as it was fitting his
divinity, sometimes by means of the body and sometimes by a hidden power not
in a perceivable way, so again the ones of his body, he himself managed [them]
with the knowledge and the will of his authority. Just as a human individual, who
with the knowledge of his intellect and with the force of his will rules all his own
spiritual and bodily impulses, in the same way even God the Word, with the
knowledge and the will of his authority held and ruled all the ones of his divinity
and of his humanity, divinely and humanly together, in his two natures.39 And
because every operation issued from the one knowing and operative hypostasis
and to it again every [operation] is attributed, that is why we understand that
even his operation is one, just as it was said in a wonderful and masterly way by
the pupil of the apostles Dionysios,40 with the rest of all the excellent teachers
that were in the Church, who demonstrate with their teaching one hypostatical
operation of Christ, and their testimonies above have been set out by us.41

weaknesses, not to miracles performed by means of Christ’s human body. We read for
instance in Sophronios’ Synodical Letter: “For when he wished he gave his human
nature the occasion to activate and suffer what was proper to it, lest his far-famed
incarnation be judged some kind of illusion and a hollow spectacle” (Allen, Sophronius
of Jerusalem (cf. fn. 6), p. 107).

39 The preposition “in” confirms George’s pure Chalcedonian diophysite faith.
40 George is referring to the well known pseudo-dionysian formula jaim^m tima tµm heam-

dqijµm 1m]qceiam, much debated during the monoenergetic dispute. See Ps. Dionysius,
Epistula IV Caio Monaco, PG 3, 1072C; G. Heil – A.M. Ritter (ed.), Corpus
Dionysiacum II (Patristische Texte und Studien 36), Berlin 1991, p. 161,9. On its
misquotation as l_am heamdqijµm 1m]qceiam see Allen, Sophronius of Jerusalem (cf. fn. 6),
p. 28; Hovorun, Will, Action and Freedom (cf. fn. 17), p. 112–113; A. Grillmeier – T.
Hainthaler – T. Bou Mansour – L. Abramowski, Jesus der Christus im Glauben der
Kirche II/3. Die Kirche von Jerusalem und Antiochien nach 451 bis 600 (= Grillmeier,
Jesus der Christus II/3), Freiburg – Basel – Wien 2002, p. 346 n. 178.

41 George had declared at the outset that he was going to explain the question of Christ’s
operation as he understood it “from the example of the Sacred Scriptures and from the
teaching of the orthodox fathers”. The extract contains a fair amount of references to
the Gospels, but no patristic quotations. Nevertheless, there must have been some in the
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Commentary

Three crucial points of George’s doctrine appear altogether in the first excerpt,
namely: the central role of “divine knowledge” and the paramount importance
attached to the sphere of mind/thought by and large; the close connection
between will and energy; the concept of Christ’s human body as a mere passive
instrument.

The focus on mind and thought is clear form the very first sentence, where
“ideas” (h

˙
ūšbē – ) are the terms of comparison used to express the

superiority of Christ’s humanity over men.42 Right after, the origin of this
superiority is said to be the “divine knowledge” (yda‘tō ’alohoytō –

), that is Christ-God’s knowledge, which enlightened and
dominated his human body. The Son’s divine knowledge, which is in fact the
Father’s knowledge, seems to be the pivot of George’s arguments in support of
the doctrine of one operation and one will. Actually it is presented as the
ultimate cause of unity and perfection in Christ’s hypostasis. The path
“knowledge-will-impulse-operation”, valid for both God and human beings, is
outlined here and attained to throughout. According to George’s words,
knowledge determines will, will generates impulse (zaw‘ō – , literally
“motion”), impulse produces operation. In this pattern, “knowledge” can be
replaced by “mind”, “rationality”, “intelligence”, “intellect”, “thought”. Since
knowledge is located in the mind and elaborated by rationality in form of
thought, these terms lie on the same level and are used as synonyms to indicate
all that precedes will. This explains such expressions as “the operation of its
impulses”, “its will with all its impulses”, “the will of the divine knowledge”,
“the impulse of the will of the human rationality”, “the knowledge of his
intellect”, “the operation of the human knowledge” and similar ones.

Mind, thought, rationality, knowledge represent not only the unifying
element in Christ’s hypostasis, but also what allows any hypostasis to be
detected. The question of what we could call the “recognisability” of the
hypostasis is mentioned by George at more than one point, in Extract n. 2 for
instance: “What else does in fact the hypostasis ask for but to be recognised by
the means of its own rationality and will? And where this happens what [else] is
missing from the perfection of the hypostasis?”. In other words: where there is a

text, as confirmed by this final sentence. The second part of the extract, where the
examples from the New Testament are gathered, is preceded by the compiler’s words
“and after a little”, which reveal to us that a piece of the text has been cut out. Most
likely it was the piece where George supported his doctrinal views quoting passages
from the Church Fathers, and maybe the compiler skipped it because he had already
inserted the same quotes in the previous pages of the florilegium.

42 A statement that echoes the Chalcedonian creed, although here the “purity” of Christ’s
humanity is stressed rather than its “perfection”. See above, n. 18.
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knowledge/mind there is a hypostasis. And, conversely, one hypostasis means
one knowledge/mind and, therefore, only one will and one operation too. As can
bee seen, the pattern “knowledge/mind-will-impulse-operation” is also the basis
on which George grounds the definition of will and energy as hypostatical and
not natural attributes.43 In Extract n. 3, in order to explain the impossibility of
postulating two operations in Christ without implying also two hypostases,
George resorts to a triadological argument referring again to the criterium of
“recognisability” of the hypostasis, which lies in the “completeness of knowl-
edge and operation”. The fact that the three hypostases of the Trinity are
mingled and united does not prevent them from having each one its own
knowledge and operation and to be therefore complete and perfect hypostases;
in the same way, if Christ’s body had its own knowledge and operation, it would
have a hypostasis of its own as well, and to say that it is mingled to the hypostasis
of God the Word does not prevent implying two perfect and complete
hypostases in Christ, which is of course a most unorthodox assumption.

I will return later on George’s attribution of will and energy to the
hypostasis rather than to the nature, a point which separates him from both
Miaphysites and Diotheletes. Here it is worth observing the secondary position
occupied by the soul in this picture. The body of Christ was of course “ensouled
and rational”,44 but the only function of the soul seems to be the perception and
discernment of what is happening to the body, without its affecting nor will nor
operation (least of all producing a will or an operation of its own).45 The
diminished potential of human soul is remarked again in the third text, where it
is said that Christ’s divinity could operate both with and without the use of the
body, unlike the soul, which is not able to perform actions but by means of the
limbs of the body.46 The supremacy of the mind is expressed once more at the
end of the same third excerpt, where Geroge presents the cyrillian body-soul

43 See also Extract n. 3: “Neither we say that it is [proper] to it that it desires and is
appeased and knows something by means of its own mind, as from the knowledge of its
nature. Otherwise, not only a[nother] nature with the nature is recognised, but a[nother]
hypostasis, that possessed impulse and operation of its own, is laid down with the
hypostasis, and, from this, two hypostases, set in motion and operative, are found to be in
the union”.

44 A specification that prevents any charge of Apollinarianism.
45 Extract n. 2: “The perception of the sufferings and their causing pain is there because of

the ensouledness, this is well aknowledged, it is not necessary, though, that you affirm
with it the notion of a different will outside the one of the divinity”.

46 Extract n. 3: “And these [are] things which belong to an operation that was fitting for the
divine power, although it was not at all necessary, like for the soul, that his operation
would be accomplished by means of the limbs of the body, as if he were not able to
complete them without the body”.
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simile47 with a very peculiar and significant variation, namely replacing the soul
of man with “the knowledge of his intellect (mad‘ō – ) and the force of
his will”.48 The path “knowledge/mind-will-impulse-operation” is confirmed, as
is the exclusion of the soul from the process.

The other two points mentioned at the outset are logical consequences of
what has been outlined so far. Being two consecutive stages in the process that
takes from thought to action, will and operation are being discussed together in
these texts, explicitly or implicitly, with or without mentioning the middle-
passage of impulse. They are always assumed to be two intertwined anthro-
pological and theological features. This is made clear at once in the first excerpt,
by such expressions as “The body neither for one moment was allowed to stand
in its own individual will, so that the operation of its impulses would be seen in
it” and “[they] were concealed by the operation of the divine will”. Even in the
second text, which is centred on will only and where the word m‘abdonūtō
( ) does never appear, implicit allusions to operation are to be
found whenever impulses are mentioned, since, according to George, impulse is
at the origin of operation. Likewise in the third text, which is said in the heading
to deal with the matter of operations, will does come up in a very telling way:
“he wanted and acted all these things with his divinity and his humanity”; “the
will of the divinity held and ruled all the impulses of the humanity”; “the divine
will aroused and operated these things in his humanity”; “He, the Word,
according to the will of his wisdom49 accomplished his own glorious operation,
with the limbs and impulses of the body”. It is evident from this sentences that in
George’s doctrine the uniqueness of operation is direct consequence of the
uniqueness of will. Actually, the divine will (backed by the divine knowledge)
seems to be the acting agent in Christ, what operates, or better, what makes
Christ’s body operate. The body indeed “was never allowed […] to stand in its

47 The body-soul comparison was used by Cyril of Alexandria to explain the relationship
between God the Word and the assumed body, and it was referred to by Severus of
Antioch as well, see Grillmeier, Christ in Christian tradition II/2 (cf. fn. 19), p. 34. It is
found also in Sergios’ first letter to Honorius: “Just as our body is governed, and
ordered, and subject to our intellectual and rational soul, so too in the case of Christ the
Master his whole human constitution always and in every case was led by the Godhead
of his Word and moved by God” (see Allen, Sophronius of Jerusalem (cf. fn. 6), p. 191).

48 Extract n. 3: “Just as a human individual, who with the knowledge of his intellect and
with the force of his will rules all his own spiritual and bodily impulses, in the same way
even God the Word, with the knowledge and the will of his authority held and ruled all
the ones of his divinity and of his humanity…”. The word for intellect, mad‘ō ( ),
is the same that appears in the pauline quote at the end of Extract n. 2.

49 It is worth observing that this is the only occurrence of the word h
˙
akı̄mūtō

( ), “wisdom”, a significant term in this semantic field thoroughly exploited
by George.
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own impulse of intent and its own will and to operate by itself the things that are
proper of it”.

The human body is in the very last rank of the hierarchy, at the opposite end
from mind and knowledge, which have absolute control over it. That according
to George this holds true so much for Christ as for any created man is shown by
his reworking of the body-soul simile: a human individual, with his intellectual
faculties, masters both spiritual and bodily impulses, and likewise the divine
intellect of Christ mastered all the impulses of the assumed body. The human
body assumed by God the Word was only a material instrument by whose means
he operated in conformity with his divine will. And a dispensable instrument,
too, since he could as well have acted without using the limbs of the body, as he
actually did on certain occasions. If he did use them it was just “in order to show
that his body was [real], and he elevated it to his glory by mingling it to his
hypostasis”. A straightforward association of all that pertains humanity with
lowliness, error and potential sin is definitely perceivable throughout the three
texts. In Extract n. 1 we read that the will of the divine knowledge prevented
heavy and inferior impulses to circulate in Christ’s human body and concealed
or showed at will such features as affliction, fear and even perspiration. From
Extract n. 2 we gather that not only human body but human mind too is easily
prone to fall since its impulses, “if allowed to be set in motion by themselves in
human manner, would be both obscured by error and tempted by the
distractions of the sin”. Likewise in Extract n. 3 we read: “error and disturbed
impulses are joined to the operation of the human knowledge”.

Since everything pertaining humanity is deemed as vile, inferior, weak, such
a passive concept of Christ’s body – a mere instrument totally controlled by God
the Word – prevents any conflict between divinity and humanity in Christ.
George, though, moves along a most perilous edge, because in order to
safeguard Christ from the potential sin inherent in human nature he risks to go
so far as to wipe out Christ’s humanity altogether. This is why he feels the need
to explain, at a certain point, that he is not denying that Christ’s intellect had
“the power of operation of the human thought” but saying that human thought
in Christ was enlightened and perfected (and therefore immunised against sin)
by the divine knowledge of God the Word. It sounds indeed like he is
anticipating an objection by an adversary, an objection that was likely to come
from the Chalcedonian side and to coincide with a charge of Monophysitisms,
since it implies a belittling of Christ’s humanity.

On the other hand, although George steadily anchors the pattern “mind/
knowledge-will-impulse-operation” to the hypostasis, positing the very apex of
this scale (mind/knowledge) as the principle of individuation of the hypostasis
itself, there still remains room for ambiguity in his words, since passages where
he seems to aknowledge a human mind/knowledge, a human will and a human
operation in Christ (albeit totally complying with the divine ones) are not
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missing: “the body neither for one moment was allowed to stand in its own
individual will, […] but its will with all its impulses stood in the divine will”; “all
the reflections of his humanity were enlightened and perfected by the divine
knowledge”; “the human will in fact was able to conform and obey to the
compliance with the divine will in everything, even to death”.

There is one more aspect of George’s doctrine that deserves to be dwelled
on, that is his remarkable insistence on hypostatic unity and the peculiar
verbalisation he chooses for it. This aspect emerges especially in the third text,
where we read expressions like “the Son’s one hypostasis, unique and
operative”, “these things were happening in a united and mingled way”, “one
united operation”, “the hypostases of the Trinity, too, are mingled and united in
the nature”, “in an indivisible mixture with each other”, “in the venerated
unity”. The reason of all this explicit and repeated emphasis on union is
explained within the same third text: “It is right that even if they are attracted
into deviation by a minor thing, however, since there is the union, all the
impulses of the [human] intelligence will be perfected by the divine knowledge”.
The hypostatic union is what allows God the Word to assume human features
without assuming the weaknesses they entail and, thereby, without falling into
sin. The presence of the concept of “mixture” and “mingling”, though, is quite
peculiar and echoes the neo-Chalcedonian milieu. The confession of Chalcedon
stresses the total absence of confusion in the person of Christ,50 and accordingly
we find a denial of any kind of mixture in the Ekthesis51 and in Sophronios of
Jerusalem’s Synodical Letter as well.52 But Anastasios of Antioch makes often
use of the mixture terminology with regard to the union of divinity and
humanity in Christ,53 and likewise in the scholion to Ps. Dionysios’ fourth letter
the “new theandric energy” is explained as a “mixed energy” and Christ is said

50 “One and the same Christ, Son, Lord, Only begotten, to be acknowledged in two
natures, inconfusedly, immutably, indivisibly, inseparably”, E. Schwartz (ed.), Concilium
Universale Chalcedonense (Acta Conciliorum Oecumenicorum II), vol. I, part II, p. 129,
30–31: 6ma ja· t¹m aqt¹m Wqist¹m zi¹m J}qiom lomocem/, 1m d}o v}sesim !sucw}tyr
!tq]ptyr !diaiq]tyr !wyq_styr cmyqif|lemom. Few lines above (p. 128, 21) the Council
is said to have been summoned against those “bringing in confusion and mixture” (oR d³
s}cwusim ja· jq÷sim eQs\comter).

51 ACO ser. sec. I, 160,8–10: p÷sam heopqep/ ja· !mhqypopqep/ 1m]qceiam 2n 1m¹r ja· toO
aqtoO sesaqjyl]mou heoO k|cou !diaiq]tyr ja· !sucw}tyr pqoz]mai, “every activity
fitting for God and fitting for a humang being proceeded without division and without
confusion from the same God the Word incarnate”. See Allen, Sophronius of Jerusalem
(cf. fn. 6), p. 212–213.

52 Allen, Sophronius of Jerusalem (cf. fn. 6), p. 90–91: oute c±q t0 2m~sei tqop^ tir C
vuql¹r 1les_teusem, “Neither did any change or mingling intervene in the union”.

53 See Grillmeier, Jesus der Christus II/3 (cf. fn. 40), p. 386 and 401.
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to have operated the miracles “in a mixed way”.54 To express the idea of
“mixture” and “mingling” George uses the root h

˙
lt
˙
( ), which is not the

same root we find in the Syriac fragment of the Ekthesis in correspondance to
the Greek !sucw}tyr (dlō h

˙
abı̄kūtō – ). Notably, the same use

of the root h
˙
lt
˙
( ) is made by Jacob of Sarug, whose recourse to semantic

field of “mixture” is aimed at emphasising the hypostatic union,55 and whose
homilies are quoted four times within our florilegium.56

This lexical affinity with Jacob of Sarug brings me to conclude with some
remarks on George’s language. Because of the fragmentary nature of the texts,
the following observations must be taken cum grano salis, but it is worth
presenting them even though they cannot lead to any definitive conclusion.
What first strikes the reader is the relatively little variety of vocabulary
concerning the sphere of volition. Whereas to express the idea of “action,
operation” George plays variously with the two roots ‘bd ( ) and s‘r
( ), and also the root zwr ( ) – which gives the noun “impulse” (zaw‘ō –

) and the verb “to be set in motion” (’ettzı̄‘ – ) – and the words
reptō ( ), “move”, and retmō ( ), “utterance”, can be counted in
this field, the idea of “will” is conveyed exclusively by the verb s

˙
bō ( ) and

the noun s
˙
byonō ( ). The word ms

˙
abyonūtō ( ), “volition”,

for instance, does never appear, nor does metyābnūtō ( ),
“desire”, nor regtō ( ), “yearning”, three terms that are frequently used in
the questions to the Maximianists.57 Particularly suprising, given the central role
ascribed by George to mind and knowledge, is the absence of the expression
s
˙
byonō tar‘ı̄tonoyō ( ), “gnomic will”,58 which is used and
discussed in the questions to the Maximianists and in the fragment against the
Sixth Council.59 Anyway the vocabulary related to 1m]qceia and h]kgla looks
poor when compared to the one concerning the domain of knowledge and mind.
A glance to the index of relevant words is sufficient to appreciate the great
diversification of terminology these three excerpts show on this subject, and also

54 PG 4, 536 A,7–8: MOm d³ tµm lijtµm 1m]qceiam l|mgm heamdqijµm 1j\kesem. 536 A,11:
Lijt_r d³ 1m^qcgse t± ha}lata. See Grillmeier, Jesus der Christus II/3 (cf. fn. 40),
p. 347–348.

55 See. R. Chesnut, Three Monophysite Christologies: Severus of Antioch, Philoxenus of
Mabbug and Jacob of Sarug, Oxford 1976, p. 132–136; Grillmeier, Jesus der Christus II/3
(cf. fn. 40), p. 476 and 496. On the use of the the root h

˙
lt
˙
( ) in Syriac pre-

Chalcedonian christology see Grillmeier, Jesus der Christus II/3 (cf. fn. 40), p. 443–444.
56 F. 4v, 7–14; f. 7v, 18–26; 14v, 23–15r, 1; 16v, 2–4.
57 See Brock, Two sets of monothelete questions (cf. fn. 3), p. 123–124.
58 Matching the Greek h]kgla cmylij|m.
59 See Brock, Two sets of monothelete questions (cf. fn. 3), p. 123–124 and Brock, A Syriac

fragment (cf. fn. 2), p. 64–65.
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to spot immediately a term that is notably absent, namely the word hūnō
( ), meaning as well “mind, reason, intellect”.

As in the case of the other monothelete texts published by Brock, it is not
entirely certain that George’s writings were originally composed in Syriac.60

There is no manifest evidence of a translation from Greek into Syriac, but on the
other hand, neither the fact that the two quotes from Paul’s letters in Extract
n. 2 match the Peshitta version, nor the fact that George is addressing a bishop
bearing a Semitic name, can be reckoned proof that Syriac is the original
language. In fact, also in the Syriac translation of Sophronios of Jerusalem’s
letter to Arkadios of Cyprus some biblical quotations have been reported
according to the Peshitta.61 And, as said above, the Hellenic and the Semitic
elements shared equal space in the city of Rusapha/Sergiopolis, therefore
nothing can be inferred about the language in which George wrote to its bishop
Abraham.

As can be seen from the index of relevant words, the theological
terminology is completely free from Greek loanwords.62 We cannot be sure
that George did not use Greek words in other parts of the works but, in case, this
is a trait he would share with the author of the questions to the Maximianists,
where as well no relevant term of Greek origin is to be found. This could point
to an original composition of the texts in Syriac, although one could even
consider the idea that they were carefully translated with the precise intention of
making their contents accessible to people who were not familiar with the Greek
theological lexicon. Such a hypothesis, though, would imply a late translation,
since in the VII century the common practice of translation from Greek was the
word-for-word rendering rich in calques and borrowings.63 All things considered,
it is however very likely that the original language of these texts is Syriac, as
Brock concluded with regards to the life of Maximos and the questions to the
Maximianists.64

60 See Brock, An early Syriac Life (cf. fn. 2), p. 336.
61 See M. Albert (ed.), Lettre de Sophrone de Jérusalem à Arcadius de Chypre, in

Patrologia Orientalis 39.2 (1978), p. 48 n. 87, p. 79 n. 10.
62 The only exception is t

˙
aksō ( ), from the Greek t\nir, which is used once, in

Extract n. 2.
63 What Brock called “mirror version”, or “text-oriented translation”. See S.P. Brock,

Towards a history of Syriac translation technique, in III Symposium Syriacum (Orientalia
Christiana Analecta 221), Roma 1983, p. 1–14.

64 Brock, An early Syriac Life (cf. fn. 2), p. 336; Brock, Two sets of monothelete questions
(cf. fn. 3), p. 122–123.
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A few (inconclusive) conclusions

The most straightforward conclusion would be of course to place these texts in
the context of the VII-century monothelete dispute. Many of George’s
arguments appear in the weaponry of Monoenergetes and Monotheletes as
well: the attribution of will and operation to the hypostasis and not to the
nature, the association of human faculties with error and sin, the inevitable
conflict of divine and human will in Christ if he had both,65 the purely
instrumental concept of human body. Actually George shares with Mono-
energetes and Monotheletes even a certain amount of ambiguity, since it is not
easy to say whether he totally denies human will and operation in Christ or he
assigns to Christ a human will and a human operation complying in everything
with the divine ones,66 nor can one say for sure whether he saw a substanstial
difference between these two options or not. The hypothesis of a latent human
will in Christ, absolutely identical to his divine will, seems to be contemplated in
the questions to the Maximianists and accepted as equivalent of “one will”,
since the author repeatedly asserts that “equality of volition by all means
indicates one will”.67 But it seems to be rejected by the fragment against the
Sixth Council, where the idea of a “puppet humanity” is listed among the
unorthodox doctrines established by the council.68 George himself at first says to
Abraham of Rusapha that positing a human will not forced by passions and in
total accord with God’s will leads anyway to posit a second hypostasis in Christ,
but then he ends up saying that the human will was able to conform and obey to
the compliance with the divine will in everything, even to death.

Furthermore, these texts seem to originate from the very heart of a ongoing
controversy. The way George addresses Abraham in the second extract, the
words he uses to introduce the matter of the operations in the third one69 and
the brief resumé of the adversaries’ views he offers (mirroring exactly the
dyenergetic position70), could indeed make us think that George was writing

65 This is never explicitly stated by George, but it is a logical consequence of his deeming
all human faculties inferior and liable to sin.

66 That this point is not at all clear from the monoenergete and monothelete texts in our
possess has been recently shown by Richard Price, see R. Price,Monotheletism: a Heresy
or a Form of Words?, in Studia Patristica 48 (2010), p. 221–232.

67 Brock, Two sets of monothelete questions (cf. fn. 3), p. 33.
68 Brock, A Syriac fragment (cf. fn. 2), p. 65: “It is also censured because it confessed that

there is one (faculty) which subjects and another which is subjected, one that is master
and another which is servant; one which rules by force, an other which is ruled by force;
one which wills and is effective, another which does not will and is not effective”.

69 “Now, about the definition of the operations that is to be pronounced, that is whether
they are one or two,…”

70 “Some then define the operations as attributes of the natures, which are called also
properties.[…] Those who understand it in this way say that the operations are two”.
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around the years 630–640, in the middle of the theological storm caused by
Heraklios and Sergios. Nevertheless, very similar statements are to be found in
two of the quotes in the florilegium, which date back to the previous century. In
the excerpt by Menas of Constantinople we read: “Because some people
mistakenly say that in our Lord Jesus Christ the will of his divinity is different
from that of his humanity, thereby demonstrating that Christ is in opposition to
himself, […], we fittingly, being advocates of the truth, are demonstrating by
means of testimonies of the holy fathers how, just as Christ is one, God and Man,
one and the same, so too his will is one.”71 In Simeon the Stylite’s extract we
read: “But like sheep that are lost people have posited the (two) natures in
different roles, separating them from one another, and they have posited the
operations as being separated from one another; by saying that the indivisible
Christ (acts) with two (operations) they have gone crazy in (their) dividing up
and separation.”72 It is undeniable that for these two authors as well, the matter
of Christ’s will and operation was a topical issue under discussion. If we add the
major and minor idiosyncrasies that have been spotted in the texts – such as the
very original system “knowledge/mind-will-impulse-operation” and the pecu-
liarities of George’s vocabulary – then their collocation in the heart of the
monoenergetic-monotheletic dispute is not so straightforward anymore.

The most striking trait in these texts is doubtless the preeminence assigned
to divine knowledge.73 This question is not often addressed in the texts related to
the monoenergetic-monotheletic dispute, and the main occasion on which the
problem of Christ’s knowledge was thoroughly discussed was the dispute caused
by the so-called Agnoetes, a discussion that was born within the miaphysite
church of Alexandria in the first half of the VI century, reached Constantinople
and the Chalcedonian church too, and came to an end only in the first decade of
the VII century.74 In fact, there seem to be some significant overlaps between
George’s views and the ones of the anti-Agnoetes, that is those who took
position against the doctrine of Christ’s ignorance proposed by the Severan
deacon Themistios in Alexandria around 536–540. The most noticeable of them

71 Brock, A monothelete florilegium (cf. fn. 5), p. 37.
72 Brock, A monothelete florilegium (cf. fn. 5), p. 42–43.
73 I must thank Dr. Marek Jankowiak for calling my attention to this aspect and discussing

with me at length the contents of these extracts. I literally exploited his vast knowledge
of the texts related to the monothelete controversy and his PhD dissertation was of
incommensurable help to me as I was trying to gain a coherent picture of this chapter of
Byzantine history.

74 For an overview of this dispute, its protagonists and their doctrines see Grillmeier,
Christ in Christian tradition II/2 (cf. fn. 19), p. 362–382. Some of the texts originated
within it are preserved in Syriac translation and have been edited and translated by
Albert Van Roey and Pauline Allen, see A. Van Roey – P. Allen (eds.), Monophysite
Texts of the Sixth Century (Orientalia Lovaniensia Analecta 56), Leuven 1994 (= Van
Roey – Allen, Monophysite texts).
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is the joint mention of Christ’s knowledge, will and operation, which the anti-
Agnoetes likewise considered as unique and exclusively divine.75 Although the
term “ignorance” does never appear in George’s texts, the dichotomy between
divine knowledge and human knowledge (implicitly inferior and prone to
ignorance) and the connection of the latter with sin is one of the main arguments
used by the anti-Agnoetes to assert one knowledge, one will and one operation
in Christ. And for the anti-Agnoetes as well the hypostatic union is what
actually avoids any possibility of ignorance and sin in Christ. It is worth
remembering, then, that the florilegium, in the same section dedicated to the
matter of will and energy, contains a quote from an otherwise unknown edict of
the Emperor Justinian “against the Agnoetes”, which in fact mentions together
Christ’s knowledge and will : “The holy soul of the Word possessed the entire
knowledge of the Word whose soul it was, for the entire will of the divinity is in
Christ.”76 Moreover, a marginal note in a Parisian manuscript of Athanasios of
Alexandria’s works tells us about a dialogue against the Agnoetes written by
none other than Theodore of Pharan, the theologian consulted by the Patriarch
Sergios of Constantinople as he was elaborating the monoenergetic compromise
formula.77 Still, there is one fundamental difference that restrains us from
linking George’s texts to the VI-century dispute about Christ’s ignorance,
namely the fact that the anti-Agnoetes reckoned knowledge (even the divine
one) as an activity, i. e. the act of knowing, and according to them the uniqueness
of knowledge in both God and Christ was a consequence of the unique activity,78

not the other way round as in George.

75 Anthimos of Constantinople, for instance, writes to the Emperor Julian: Nobis autem
una hypostasis et una natura Verbi Dei incarnata, sicut etiam sine dubio est, et una
voluntas. Cognoscitur autem etiam una operatio et una sapientia, et una scientia est
utriusque, Van Roey – Allen,Monophysite texts (cf. fn. 74), p. 63,18–22 (Syriac text) and
p. 65,18–21 (Latin translation). In Constantine of Laodicea’s address to the Empress
Theodora we read: Una est enim et eadem operatio et scientia utriusque, licet diversa sint
quae facta et dicta sunt ad uno Domino, sicut convenit fini economiae eius inhumana-
tionis, Van Roey – Allen, Monophysite texts (cf. fn. 74), p. 69,39–42 (Syriac) and p.
71,37–39 (Latin).

76 See Brock, A monothelete florilegium (cf. fn. 5), p. 38–39.
77 The note is written beside the title of the first k|cor against the Arians and informs the

reader that this text is mentioned as “Fourth k|cor against the Arians” by, among others,
Theodore of Pharan. Paris, Bibliothéque Nationale, Gr. 45, f. 172r: […] b d³ 1m "c_oir
He|dyqor b 1p_sjopor t/r Vaq÷m, !mµq k|cior ja· succq\llata jatakekoip_r !ni\ca-
sta 1m t` jat± !cmogt_m aqtoO diak|c\ t]taqtom toO "c_ou )hamas_ou jat± !qeiam_m
k|com amol\fei. See R. Devreesse, Le fonds Coislin (Catalogue des manuscrits grecs II),
Paris 1945, p. 40.

78 We read for instance in Theodosios of Alexandria’s Tome to the Empress Theodora:
Relate autem ad activitatem – activitas est enim cognitio et non minus praecognitio
futurorum – quia tradiderunt nobis sancti patres unam esse hanc (activitatem, nempe
activitatem) divinam in Christo composito, non iam traditum est dicere eum in alio et alio
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If we search nearby for thematic affinities, in the questions to the
Maximianists, which were written after the Sixth Council, we find mentions of
mind (tar‘ı̄tō – ) and thought (h

˙
ūšbō – ) in connection with will :

“Did the human will that you confess have a mind or thoughts? Yes or no?
And if they say ‘Yes’, then you are splitting up the Son of God, and you are
confessing two minds and are confessing a gnomic will, and not a natural one,
[…]. And if they say that that human will which they confess does not have a
mind and thought, then it is something beastlike, and they confess him to be
animal-like, and turn out to be the same mind of Apollinarius.”79

And:
“Do you say that there is one mind in Christ or two? And if one, let them be

asked: ‘Are there two wills set in motion from this one mind?’ And if they say
‘Yes’, how is it possible for two wills to be set in motion from a single mind? But
if they say ‘Two’, that is shocking.”80

Here just like in our texts, the mind is referred to as what triggers the will.
But one must observe that the mention of knowledge in this process remains an
exclusive characteristic of George.

On the basis of the noticed affinities, George’s texts could be either a further
proof that Christ’s will and operation were being largely, specifically and jointly
discussed long before the outburst of the monoenergetic-monotheletic dispute,
or a specimen of the peculiar theological thought the dispute itself produced, or
even the product of a later (possibly Maronite?) development of the discourse
on this matter. As said above, to ascertain which of the these three options is the
good one, is a task that goes beyond the purpose of the present publication and
the competence of its author. I hope that, making this texts available to scholars,
I will contribute to stimulate even more the research on this subject, which in
recent time has been positively expanding and reaching significant results.

Appendix

List of theological key terms in the Ekthesis excerpt:

– 1m]qceia
– 1mamhq~pgsir

– lomocem^r
– 1meqc]y

– heopqep^r
– !mhqypopqep^r

operari et non operari, cognoscere et non cognoscere, Van Roey – Allen, Monophysite
texts (cf. fn. 74), p. 40,526–530 (Syriac) and p. 55,483–488 (Latin).

79 Brock, Two sets of monothelete questions (cf. fn. 3), p. 134.
80 Brock, Two sets of monothelete questions (cf. fn. 3), p. 136.
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– sesaqjyl]mor
– !diaiq]tyr
– !sucw}tyr

– pq|eili
– !mav]qolai

– v}sir
– Bm~lemor

– 1jjkgs_ar lustacyco_
– h]kgla

– 1mamt_yr pq¹r %kkgka
– h]ky

– !mhqyp|tgr
– h]ky

– diaiq]y
– tautobouk_a

– pqºsypom
– aqhµ p_stir

– moeq_r 1xuwyl]mg s\qn
– me}la

– jah(rp|stasim
– j_mgsir

Index of key terms in George’s extracts:
different

divinity

humanity
in a human way

body
corporeal

to perfect
perfection

Economy

to move

impulse (lit. motion)
to be set in motion

to show
to be shown

union, unity
united
in a united way
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to be seen

wisdom

to mingle
mixture
in a mingled way

thought, idea
thought

order

to know
knowing
to be recognised

intelligence
notion

knowledge
<forr113/inl> intellect

acknowledged
recognition

attribute

individual, unique
property

lit. essence, but here I think it always has the function of reflexive pronoun
and as such I have translated it

nature
according to the nature

natural
to complete, to accomplish

to be completed
completeness

rational

to be assumed

to assume

soul
ensuled

ensouledness

to operate
operative
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operation
compliance

to act, to do
active
activity
action, performance

body
bodily

separately
to be separated

indivisible

to will
will

hypostasis
hypostatic

perception
discernment

spiritual

supreme

intent

mind

intellect

move

utterance

equal

accord of the will

to define
definition

complete, perfect

to accomplish
completed

completeness
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